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H

uman nature tends to avoid unpleasant
topics, especially when it concerns our
own demise. But it can be costly to
allow that understandable reluctance to engage
to get in the way of proper planning. Worse, it
can mean that your assets could go to people
and entities that you did not intend to receive
them. Simply put, estate planning decides and
describes the what, when, how and how much
concerning your asset disposition. To make it
a little more interesting, let’s pretend that you
died, went to Heaven and then were given the
chance to come back and properly dispose of
your hard earned assets the way you really
wished them to go. Well, this is real life and
you don’t have the opportunity to reincarnate;
you get that chance right now. So please don’t
waste the opportunity.
First, there is the specter of both federal and
state death taxes. The White House has
proposed changes the federal estate tax code,
but right now each individual can exclude

over $5 million of assets before the tax kicks
in. That can change anytime, so don’t be
lulled into complacency. And that tax is large
as a percent of assets when it does apply.
The state inheritance tax is much lower as
a percent, but hits most people. Common
mistakes made in trying to avoid death taxes
center on asset titling and gifting. And there
are the income tax consequences of decisions
that are made. This is not a do-it-yourself
project and you are well served consulting with
your attorney for legal, your accountant for tax
and your financial advisor for asset distribution
planning. Truly, there are too many potential
pitfalls in doing this wrong that I would not have
space in this newsletter to cover them all. The
bottom line is get professional guidance.
Next is the topic of asset disposition.
That is who gets what, when and how.
Those decisions include considerations
of discrepancies in financial aptitude and
responsibility among beneficiaries. One grown
child may be a model of proper asset handling
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and another may not be able to hold on to a
dollar with both hands. What happens when
there is a family business involved and all of
the children may not be involved or desirous
of inheriting an ongoing enterprise? Business
succession planning is a significant part of
estate planning. The same cadre of
[Continues on page 3]
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LEGACY AND LIFE:
ESTATE PLANNING FOR SINGLE PEOPLE
Lisa Brignoni, CFA
Director of Portfolio Management

“I

don’t even own a house, let alone an
estate. So why would I need an estate
plan?”

“Because an estate plan encompasses much
more than who gets your assets.”

Your Legacy
In my crude and simple “estate plan,” I focused
on determining my beneficiaries and not
much else. While delineating which family
members, friends or charities to whom you’d
like to bequeath gifts is the main focus of your
will, here are some additional
considerations:
legal

This is the conversation
Without a
I imagine having with my
spouse, the rules
younger self when I was
Funeral decisions – How do
surrounding who
contemplating a major life
you want your family and
has the authority
decision. At the time, I
friends to remember and
to make decisions
was single, childless and
celebrate your life? You may
renting my home, and thus in the event you are have specific wishes regarding
convinced myself I didn’t
the details of your final resting
incapacitated are
have any assets worth
decided by a court place or simply don’t want
worrying about save for a
to stir any disagreements
and could lead to
retirement plan. I came
amongst your family members,
disagreements
to the hasty conclusion
significant other or close
amongst loved
that I would simply name
friends. Specifying your
ones.
beneficiaries to my
wishes now will decrease
retirement plan and be done
confusion and tension later.
with it. Fast forward several years and I realize
that perhaps I should have put a little more
Caretakers for pets – You may not have
thought into my “estate plan.”
a spouse or children, but you may have a
cherished pet that you would like to see
As it turns out, I wasn’t all that unique in my
cared for in the event of your death. The
situation – contemplating a life on my own
infamous businesswoman Leona Helmsley
with no spouse or heirs. A Google search
made headlines after her death with her
will yield numerous articles citing the rising
bequest of a $12 million trust to her beloved
number of single Americans and statistics to
Maltese, Trouble. Though the final sum was
back them up (though these statistics tend
trimmed quite a bit by the courts, Trouble was
to include divorced, separated and widowed
cared for in luxury until her final days. While
people). Whether through circumstance or
this is certainly an extreme case, pet trusts
personal choice, more and more people are
are becoming a more common provision for
finding themselves venturing through all or part owners who want to ensure the ongoing care
of life’s journey on their own, making the estate of their four-legged family members.
planning discussion very relevant. Regardless
of how you came to this path, your legacy and
your life matter. A comprehensive estate plan
is necessary to realize your wishes.
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Your Life
You may now be thinking that you only need to
make out a will and be done with your estate
planning. However, a will only covers you in
death.
A comprehensive estate plan covers what
happens to you in life should you become
incapacitated. Without a legal spouse, the
rules surrounding who has the authority
to make decisions in the event you are
incapacitated are decided by a court and could
lead to disagreements amongst loved ones.
Two key considerations are:
Financial durable power of attorney (POA) –
This is a long moniker for the person who
is authorized to pay your bills, deposit
your checks and engage in other financial
transactions on your behalf. Without this
document, a court will have to decide who
makes these decisions.
Health care power of attorney – Similar to the
financial durable POA, the health care POA is
the person who is authorized to make medical
decisions for you and if someone is not
designated, the courts will decide. In addition,
provisions for long-term care should also be
researched and discussed.
These suggestions are merely the starting
point. Investors who are single should pick
up where this article leaves off by continuing
the discussion with an estate planning
professional. At Fragasso Financial Advisors,
we can provide you professional and objective
guidance with this process as part of a
complete financial plan.
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[Cover story continued]
professionals is crucial here, in our opinion, to
the creation of a successful business transition
plan.
Charitable intent looms large also. Gifts to
charity during the donor’s lifetime and through
wills and trusts require proper planning so as to
maximize the benefit to the donor’s charity as
well as to gain the most significant income tax
and death tax benefits possible. Once again,
that same “board of directors” of professional
advisors is positioned to make that planning as
effective as possible.
All of this description may conspire to make
you even more hesitant over the estate
planning process. But think for a minute how
badly things can go without planning and how
much is at stake. Consider how relieved you
will feel once the proper plan is in place, driven
by the guidance of your advising professionals.
No more nagging guilt over not planning. One
thing for sure is that you are not taking your
assets with you. Make sure that the most
possible goes to the people and charities you
care about and in the way that makes the most
impact in the lives of the recipients.
Talk to us now if you are not already a client.
Our clients enjoy this planning guidance at
the time of engagement and it is refreshed
with each annual review to make sure the
plan stays up to date with law and family
circumstance changes. Today is the first day
of the rest of your life and a perfect time to take
action.

Left: A recent picture of a healthy, Cali (Noel), who has
been adopted. Right: Noel when she entered the shelter.

DOGS AND CATS IN NEED FIND
SHELTER AT THE BUTLER COUNTY
HUMANE SOCIETY

T

he Butler County Humane Society
(BCHS), located just outside of
Pittsburgh in the rolling foothills
of Western Pennsylvania, has provided
aid, protection and care for unwanted,
abandoned, abused and lost dogs and
cats since 1897.
Because of the support of the
community, BCHS has come a long
way from our humble beginnings
when the 110 members of the humane
society would house the homeless
animals in their own homes, barns,
sheds and make-shift shelters. Our
beautiful facility with its outdoor yards
and walking paths are a temporary
home to these wonderful dogs and cats
until they are able to be placed with
loving families or with caring rescues.
National statistics indicate that
approximately one-third of the dogs
and cats entering a shelter are
euthanized. Because of that statistic,
in 2000 BCHS embraced a no-kill
policy and continued working diligently
to increase community awareness with
regard to the humane treatment of
animals through education, spay-neuter

programs, rabies clinics and the respect for life.
Noel (pictured) may have easily been one of
those staggering statistics. She was left at a
local park, and it is unknown when or how long
she may have been there. Eluding concerned
citizens, park rangers and animal control
officers, she was finally rescued. Upon her
arrival at BCHS, she was examined, treated for
a bacterial skin infection, placed on a proper,
healthy diet, spayed, and most importantly,
cared for and loved. Noel arrived at BCHS
homeless, hungry and afraid, but because of
the generosity and support of our community,
she was able to leave BCHS with a new “leash”
on life. Noel’s new name is Cali and she was
adopted by a wonderful family who loves her
unconditionally.
Join us today and become a part of a
community of compassionate animal lovers
and supporters as we work to better the lives
of the pets and people throughout Western
Pennsylvania. Call us at 724-789-1150 to
find out how you can become involved in our
volunteer program or how you can further
support our mission. You may also visit
butlercountyhs.org for more information.
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INCLUDE SOCIAL MEDIA IN YOUR ESTATE PLAN

L

Loriann Ostermueller
Coordinator, Marketing
and Advertising Design

EVENTS

A

t Fragasso Financial Advisors, we believe
that a holistic financial plan is essential
to financial success and that well-educated
investors are more confident in their own
financial decisions. This is why we are pleased
to present our 2015 education showcase!
From Social Security to estate planning, our
education showcase brings you a series of
events that will help you better understand your
entire financial picture.
If you have been a client for years, or are just
learning about our firm, we want to personally
invite you to these events. There is no cost or
obligation. We look forward to the opportunity
to share ideas with you and anyone you feel
can benefit from this exclusive advice from our
expert speakers.
Visit www.fragassoadvisors.com/2015events
for details on our upcoming events. If you
need additional information, or help registering,
please contact Jennae Backo at
jbacko@fragassoadvisors.com.

ogging into an account online each day has
become as routine as your morning coffee.
But have you ever thought about what would
happen to this information should something
happen to you? Whether it’s Facebook or
online banking, including your important
account logins as part of your estate plan can
help your relatives close out your estate faster

and easier. Simply provide a printed out list
or a master password to your online password
management software, such as LastPass or
KeePass. This simple measure can save your
family from headaches down the road when
they attempt to settle your estate.

EMPLOYEE NEWS

GIVING BACK

C

ongratulations to Lisa Brignoni for
her promotion to director of portfolio
management. Lisa is integral to the investment
management team by assisting with the
selection and analysis of various investment
securities using detailed fundamental analysis.
We welcomed Madison Nestor to our firm as a
portfolio analyst in the portfolio management
department in January. She assists with the
selection and analysis of various investment
securities using detailed fundamental analysis.
Madison is also responsible for reviewing
investment strategy, asset allocation and
original research.
We also welcome Daniel Tatomir to our
Retirement Plan Advisors department as a
client relationship manager. Dan works with
existing retirement plan clients and participants
to help them toward their financial goals,
serving as the main point of contact for plan
trustees. He also manages and implements
participant communication for new and existing
plans, including enrollment meetings and
participant education presentations.

O

n Jan. 14 Bob Fragasso, William
Follansbee and Rocky Bleier co-hosted
an event for Warrior to Citizen (W2C) to raise
awareness about this wonderful organization.
W2C is a nonprofit focused on helping veteran
families face the difficult period of reintegration
after deployment. W2C has drawn on years of
research and development to create powerful
programs to help veteran families succeed.
The event was attended by over 30 individuals
from the veteran community. The goal of the
evening was to connect the organization with
regional leaders who see the importance of
not only honoring those who have served our
country, but also the necessity of providing
them support and utilizing their many
strengths. If you would like more information
on W2C, its mission or how to donate, visit
warrior2citizen.org.

Janine Yelenovsky also joined us this quarter
as the operations manager for Fragasso
Investment Advisors. As the operations
manager for Fragasso Investment Advisors,
Janine supports the daily operations with
administrative duties not only on behalf of the
clients, but also the financial advisors. She
contributes to the overall effectiveness of
the team by providing account maintenance,
resolving client needs, ensuring compliance
with industry guidelines and assisting to ensure
a reliable, consistent experience to both
prospects and clients.
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PROFILES IN PROGRESS:
JOHN & MARY ANN PUGLIESE
William Wolfe, AIF®
Financial Advisor

M

ary Ann Pugliese first caught her
husband John’s eye as he drove to
work past a McKees Rocks bus stop
in the early 1960s. Being the opportunist that
he is, John asked a mutual friend for Mary
Ann’s phone number and quickly called without
being formally introduced. John’s spontaneous
telephone call led to a 53-year marriage, two
successful children and a set of beautiful twin
grandchildren.
John grew up in Lawrenceville and was the
proud son of a Pittsburgh city fire fighter. After
graduating from Central Catholic High School,
John had a strong desire to serve his country
and enlisted with the United States Air Force.
As an airborne operator and load master,
John crafted his skills throughout his several
deployments. John’s eight-year service in the
758th Division earned him the ranking of staff
sergeant and provided him with valuable life
lessons that he credits toward a successful
career.
John’s professional career started with General
Electric where he worked for over 26 years,
crafting his electrical skills and climbing the
corporate ranks to become a senior sales
engineer. John’s tenure with GE allowed him
to travel the world as the company grew into
the corporate icon it has now become. After
over two decades of service, John left GE
and entered the second phase of his career
as a product specialist with Allied Electric. He

was quickly promoted to district manager and
eventually vice president of sales with the
company.
He hit the ground running and ultimately
helped transform Allied Electric from a threestore startup to a large scale corporation
spanning through Pennsylvania and West
Virginia. Throughout his professional success,
John remained humble, taking the most joy
from the knowledge he was able to pass down
to coworkers he helped mold.
So the saying goes, behind every great man
is a great woman. Such is the case for John.
John’s responsibilities required long hours,
which he was able to accomplish only because
of Mary Ann’s commitment to the family. Upon
graduation, Mary Ann worked at Ohio Valley
Hospital and PNC Bank. She chose to become
a homemaker and full-time mom to raise her
two children into the successful adults they
have become. Keeping up with their activities,
sports and school work along with her love of
gardening and just cutting the lawn became
a full-time job. She also helped John as he
was running to become a coach for his son’s
baseball team.
Family has always been what is most important
to John and Mary Ann. Many of their fondest
memories were made while spending time at a
family home in Rimer, Pa. along the Allegheny
River. They proudly recall many stories of

their children water skiing and swimming in the
river every summer. John and Mary Ann light
up when talking about the birth of their two
children, their respective marriages and the
birth of their two grandchildren. Now retired,
John and Mary Ann look forward to spending
time with those grandchildren and building
even more great memories.
Along with a strong family devotion, John
and Mary Ann have always felt the need to
give back to their community. John serves as
the treasurer for the Bob Prince Tent Circus
Saints and Sinners and is past secretary of
the International Association of Electrical
Inspectors. John’s involvement with these
organizations has resulted in over $100,000 of
donations to various local charities.
John and Mary Ann have been active at their
local church where for years they have run
the church picnics at White Swan Park and
worked at the church’s annual festival. Mary
Ann was also the primary supplier of food and
refreshments for the men who met at a local
VFD on Wednesdays.
With their dedication to family and the
community it’s clear why Fragasso Financial
Advisors is honored to have John and Mary
Ann Pugliese associated with our firm for more
than a decade.
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TAX REDUCTION STRATEGIES FOR 2015
Brianne King, AIF®
Manager of Financial Planning

A

s the winter weather starts to break and
the march towards April 15 continues
on, it becomes a good time to stop and
consider if you made the most of your income
in 2014 and what tax reduction strategies may
be beneficial to you and your family. There
are many ways to reduce your taxable income
while maintaining and fulfilling all of your goals.
Here are five strategies to keep in mind as you
go through the year.

1 Invest in yourself, not Uncle Sam.

Making a retirement plan contribution
will not only help you work towards
your retirement goals but you may also
take a tax deduction on the amount
of that contribution. If you are eligible
for a qualified retirement plan, that
contribution can be as much as $18,000
per year if you are under age 50 or
$24,000 if you are over age 50.1 If you
are not eligible for a qualified retirement
plan you have the option to make an
annual IRA contribution that is also tax
deductible. The 2015 IRA contribution
limits have remained unchanged from
2014 at $5,500 for people under 50 and
$6,500 for people over 50.2 In addition,
if you are a business owner and have
established a retirement plan for your
company, you may deduct the employer
contribution that you made for your
employee retirement plan. Establishing
a retirement plan for your company not
only provides you with additional tax
reduction strategies but is a valuable
benefit to your employees.

2 Pre-fund healthcare expenses.

If you live in Pittsburgh you are likely
familiar with the standoff we witnessed

6

between UPMC and Highmark.
Healthcare is a very publicized and
polarized issue that has changed rapidly.
Many employers are moving over to a
high-deductible plan. If you are enrolled
in that plan you can make contributions
to a Health Savings Account that are
tax deductible while taking tax-free
withdrawals for qualified healthcare
expenses. Additionally, a Health Savings
Account functions like a traditional IRA,
so after age 65 you may withdraw your
money penalty free while only owing
taxes on the deferred growth that has
accumulated.

3 Gifting.

If you are philanthropic, making a
charitable donation will not just make
you feel good, it will also reduce your
tax bill. Charitable organizations are
happy to receive donations, which can
be given in the form of cash, stocks,
or property. If you are wondering if you
can just give away all of your income
and not pay taxes, you cannot. You may
deduct a contribution to a qualifying
charity up to 50 percent of your adjusted
gross income and you may deduct a gift
of a property up to 30 percent of your
adjusted gross income.3 Additionally, if
you have appreciated stock, gifting those
shares to a charity rather than cash has
a double benefit. You will be able to take
the tax deduction on the gift while also
eliminating the capital gains you would
have to pay if you were to sell the stock.
Invest in municipal bonds.

4 If you have a personal investment

account and are in a high tax bracket,

allocating monies to municipal bonds,
individual or mutual fund, will help
reduce the tax burden on that account.
Municipal bonds are free from federal
taxes and if you live in the state of the
issuing municipal bond it will also be free
from state taxes. In general, municipal
bonds yield less than corporate bonds,
which makes it most beneficial to be in a
high tax bracket when utilizing municipal
bonds. If a bond has a lower yield you
are essentially receiving less income
from that bond. With all else being equal,
why would you select a bond with a
lower yield? In the case of the municipal
bonds, you would select it because the
benefit you would receive by not paying
taxes on those bonds outweighs the
benefit of selecting a higher yielding
bond.
Consider the use of a home equity

5 loan to cover a larger expense.

If you have a large expense on the
horizon, liquidating investments may
not be the most tax advantageous
answer. Funding larger expenses out of
a personal account can generate a lot
of taxes if you have to sell appreciated
securities. An alternative may be
to obtain a home equity loan for the
expense. Interest rates are still low so
utilizing a home equity loan could allow
you to fund your need while leaving your
investment account intact. Additionally
the interest you pay on the home equity
loan may be tax deductible, which will
further reduce your tax burden.

1 - 2015 tax code IRS.gov
2 - Ibid
3 - Ibid
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MICROSOFT SHOOTS FOR THE MOON
WITH WINDOWS 10
Mark Moir
Moir Computing Associates

W

hile Apple, Twitter and
Facebook seem to dominate
most news venues, a recent
significant announcement by Microsoft
largely went unnoticed outside of the
tech community.

2

Late January 2015, Microsoft revealed
a staggering number of plans at their
event for the upcoming Windows 10
Operating System. By the end of the
day, a product born out of science
fiction was tested by the gathered tech
journalists in an out-of-this-world kind
of way. If Microsoft delivers on their
announced plans, Windows 10 is a very
big deal. Following here, I describe my
top three features that could be baked
into Microsoft Windows 10.

1

Continuum: This software
offers a clever method of
reformatting your work as you
switch between desktop and
tablet mode. Detach your
keyboard from your Windows
10 tablet and Continuum asks
if you want to go from desktop
to tablet mode. Reattach your
keyboard and Continuum asks if
you want to go back to desktop
mode. Continuum looks slick
and seamless. Thinking of the
possibilities it seems feasible
to utilize this feature on a smart
phone. Connect your smart
phone to a monitor then add a
Bluetooth mouse and keyboard
where Continuum would ask if
you want to go to PC mode. Is
this possible? Most likely.

3

Universal Apps: The phrase is
Microsoft speak for applications
that run seamlessly across PCs,
tablets and phones. Windows 10
will include a suite of Universal
Apps that include Xbox, photo,
mail, calendar, music, video
and maps. This is a unique
concept that allows developers
to produce applications once
and with little modification on
any Windows 10 device from
small to large. The Universal
App version of Office is slated to
include Word, PowerPoint and
Outlook. Microsoft demonstrated
these apps with the information
following them from device to
device with its cloud service
One Drive behind the scenes.
Microsoft will make Office and
other Universal Apps available
through its own store. The
implications are that it should
be much easier for consumers
to find, install and use apps
while simplifying the production
and management of apps for all
devices.
HoloLens: This is a wearable
Windows 10 headset and it
appears to be a device lifted
right off the starship Enterprise.
HoloLens offers an effect called
“augmented reality.” This
concept, which makes the virtual
reality tech of the early 90s look
like a ViewMaster toy, completely
caught the tech world off guard.
Comments like “words alone

can’t adequately describe the effect,”
and “if I didn’t see it with my own eyes
I wouldn’t believe it,” were made by
normally stone-faced journalists who
tested the HoloLens.
HoloLens projects holograms to place
computer generated images into your
environment making them seem like they
are in the room with you. Journalists
were invited to walk on Mars along
with NASA scientists who are using
the technology to program and visit
the Mars Curiosity Rover. Activities
like holographic instructions for fixing
plumbing and wiring electrical switches
were also completed by the gathered
Tech journalists. Applications for the
technology appear to be numerous.
Imagine touring real estate listings from
the comfort of your home. Perhaps you
would like to conjure up a big screen
TV on the wall of your living room to
watch Netﬂix. It now becomes clear why
Microsoft spent billions last summer on
Majang, the maker of the wildly popular
video game Minecraft.
Windows 10 has other key advancements that
are ground breaking, not the least of which is
the free upgrade. Yes, the upgrade will be free
for all Windows 7 and 8.x users, at least for the
first year after launch.
Moir Computing Associates is currently
participating in the insider program in
preparation for helping our clients transition
into the world of Windows 10. It’s truly an
exciting time for technology.
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FRAGASSO NAMED
TO BARRON’S TOP
1,200 FINANCIAL
ADVISORS LIST
Bob Fragasso was recently named one of
the “Top 1,200 Financial Advisors in America”
by Barron’s magazine, a leading financial
magazine. Fragasso was ranked #4 in the
Pennsylvania State-by-State list.
Only a select group of financial advisors were
recipients of this prestigious recognition, which
highlights the most prominent men and women
in the financial service industry. The rankings
are based on assets under management,
revenues generated by advisors for their firms,
and quality of practices. Barron’s evaluates
advisors by examining regulatory records,
internal company documents and extensive
questionnaires filled out by the advisors
themselves.

Investment advice offered through Fragasso Financial Advisors, a registered investment advisor.
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